
AN APPEAL FOR ACCEPTANCE 

Individuality!  Is it good or bad?  It seems to me that we are pulled by pressures to be "like everyone
else" and, at the same time, to be "distinctive."  We have a basic drive to be part of the group and another basic
drive to be recognized as an individual person.  It is important to keep a good balance between these two
competing pressures.  One of the pressures of being distinctive causes us to put people in different categories
and the very fact that we label people with different labels causes separations in our relationships.  We see the
results of such distinctions in our society today where both needs (that to be part of the group and to be
distinctive) are met by having "distinctive groups."  Issues of race are exploited for political purposes, the male
- female difference has become more than a biological issue, we used to make a big deal about north versus
south and even in religious circles the distinctions are emphasized and promoted.

At one time in our culture people were stressing the concept of our society being a "melting pot" in
which we would all become amalgamated into an non-distinctive blur of sameness.  Now the pendulum has
swung to the other side and the idea of recognizing and appreciating the "diversity" that we have is overly
emphasized.  What is the "right" way to look at such issues?  I think that balance (moderation) is the key and
perhaps we could come up with a guideline that would state, "We should keep distinctive those things that
strengthen the whole and we should eliminate the distinction that weaken the whole."  

It is a natural tendency to group things together into categories and classes.  It help us in organizing
our thoughts.  We pick up a catalogue and we will find all the tools in one section, men's clothing in another
section, housewares in still another section.  We even tend to do this with people.  We speak of educated and
uneducated, the rich and the poor, black and white, Democrats and Republicans, male and female, young and
elderly – you get the idea.  Many times the distinctions that we make lead us into unfairness in our behavior
and attitudes toward various groups or categories of people.  Such distinctions can even occur among
Christians.  We have an example of such in Paul's letter to Philemon.  This letter centers around the conflict
of that period's culture of the practice of slavery versus the truth of our oneness in Christ Jesus and examines
whether this "oneness" is a basis for acceptance regardless of what other differences there may be. 

PHILEMON 1-3  Paul was in prison.  Timothy had come to him.  You may remember in Paul's
second letter to Timothy that Paul twice asked Timothy to come see him.  Paul was an elderly man at this time
and he was not free to go where he might like to and was looking for a visit from a loved one.  Timothy did not
disappoint Paul and Paul was please to include Timothy in the salutation of the letter. 

The fact that Paul was in prison did not change the validity of his being an apostle of Jesus Christ.
Notice though that Paul did not use that title in the greeting of the letter.  Instead he referred to himself as the
"prisoner" of Jesus Christ.  Paul was likely to have chosen this reference very deliberately.  Sometimes slaves
were former prisoners.  Perhaps Paul was planting the idea of some sort of association of his own predicament
with that of the runaway slave that belonged to Philemon.  Paul referred to Philemon as his fellow laborer
which implies that they both worked for the same Lord and for the same objectives.  Paul also planted the idea
of an association of himself with Philemon.  Maybe Philemon will see a connection that he has some
commonalty with Onesimus. 

Paul wanted this letter shared with others in that area who were close Christian friends of Philemon.
There was apparently a church that regularly met in Philemon's home. Two other people are specifically
mentioned by Paul.  Apphia is thought to be the wife of Philemon and Archippus is thought to be his son. 

Part of Paul's greeting included a statement that called for grace and peace for Philemon.  Nothing
better illustrates God's acceptance of us than His grace.  Because of His grace we have a resultant peace – not
only peace with God but also the peace of God.  The peace with God follows from God declaring us to be
justified and made righteous in His sight.  The peace of God is a result of our following the leading of God to
do what is right even if it costs us to do what is right.  Paul was going to give Philemon an opportunity to make
a right choice and show acceptance to a fellow Christian even though it will be counter to the culture of the day.

PHILEMON 4-7  Paul started out reminding Philemon of the kind of reputation he enjoyed as a true
leader of the church, one that set a good example, and one to whom others looked.  As Philemon read these
words about who he was, he was encouraged to act out of who he was rather than try to do what everyone else
would do. 

PHILEMON 8-20  This letter is a master piece in persuasiveness.  Paul knew that slavery was part
of the culture in which they lived.  Paul did not try to argue about the basic wrongness of slavery, but



concentrated on the positive aspects of how we are to relate to one another as fellow Christians.  Paul had the
authority in the Church to tell Philemon how he should approach this situation. However, that would not have
accomplished a great deal insofar as any lasting changes in attitude.  Paul approached the problem from the
standpoint of giving Philemon a chance to decide for himself.  Of course, Paul did all he could to persuade and
lead Philemon in making the right choice. 

Paul was practicing with Philemon what he wanted Philemon to practice toward Onesimus.  The basis
of Paul's approach was love -- "for love's sake...I beseech you" is the way Paul expressed it.  Paul wanted
Philemon to respond in love to the returning Onesimus. 

Not once in this letter did Paul mention that he was an Apostle of Jesus Christ to the Gentiles. Instead
Paul made use of his weakness as a point of appeal.  The fact that he was old and locked up in jail were the
two points of weakness that Paul used.  Paul understood the basic human desire that each of us has to be
helpful to those in need.  This need is developed and made more sensitive in the Christian (or it should be)
because it is this expression of compassion that comes closest to the love that God has for us and the kind of
love He put in our hearts.  The main difference in a strictly human expression of this love and a Godly
expression of it, is that if it is humanly motivated, it stops short of sacrifice.  On the other hand, a Godly
expression does not consider nor count the cost, but is willing to sacrifice all. 

How can we apply these principles in our own lives today? Is there someone you know who does not
feel accepted in the church?  Is there a Christian whom you do not accept?  Is there something you can do today
to bring about oneness in Christ Jesus?  Be open to the leading of God's Holy Spirit in these matters and do
something for Jesus sake. 

Paraphrase of Verses 8-20
Brother Philemon, because you are such a dedicated Christian, I believe that you would understand if I took
a direct approach and just told you what to do in this matter it would certainly be the expedient thing to do.
However, we don't need to resort to expediency when we can count on love's way.  As you know, I'm getting
up in age, so I want to approach this matter and make an earnest appeal to you knowing that you will give heed
to it because of my age and also because of the special situation that I have of being in prison for the cause of
Christ.  I'm making this earnest appeal on behalf of one that is like a son to me.  Onesimus experienced the new
birth under the ministry that I have here in prison.  Now I know that he wasn't worth much to you before this
time, but now he will be of great value to both of us.  I have sent him back to you and I want you to welcome
him since he represents a vital part of who I am. I would really like for him to stay with me, I would have
received the help he would give just as if you were helping me.  But without your agreement and consent, I
could do nothing like that.  Besides, any blessing that would come to you from such a ministry would be greater
if it were a "want to" situation, rather than a "have to" situation. If you view this situation in the right way, then
you can see that all things do work together for good.  Just consider the time he was gone as an investment, for
now it will pay dividends of you having each other forever.  Just think, Onesimus has been changed from a
bond slave to a beloved brother in Christ.  He means a lot to me and I'm sure to you, both in the everyday
situations of life and in the Lord. Philemon, if you count me a fellow laborer in Christ, as a true partner in the
work of the Kingdom, then welcome Onesimus as if it were I coming to you. Just in case he has done you any
wrong and his running away has caused you to lose money – if he owes you anything, then I want you to charge
it to me.  I'm going to write this in my own handwriting so that you have my word:  I will repay it!  As you
know, I'm not much at keeping close accounts on who owes what to whom, but you do know that without my
ministry of the gospel to you, that you would still be lost. Brother, you may not realize it, but you can really
make my day by doing what you know is right. Refresh me to the depths of my being in the Lord.


